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Holland Views – JD Wetherspoon: Price: 1245p; MCap: £1.3bn

Operational gearing looms large
We have long held JD Wetherspoons (JDW) up as one of the pre-eminent compounding
Franchises in the UK (see October 2017 note1). To us, JDW is a classic ‘Mispriced Compounder’.
We have recently taken another close look at the business and as a result, have increased our
conviction that JDW is ‘under-earning’. Higher operating margins will, we think, surprise most
observers and possibly surprise them quite soon.
There has been no change to the low-cost, high volume business model that Wetherspoons has
employed to great effect in recent decades. Over the same period, the company has not rested on
its laurels (Fig.1) with sales boosted greatly by diversification into food provision. What was once
seen (by some) as a grubby ‘no-go’ pub chain has transformed itself into an increasingly
mainstream High Street eatery brand offering value and quality. If Wetherspoons had car parks,
we might be hearing about the BMWs and Range Rovers starting to park outside (just like Aldi’s
carparks circa 2008!).
Fig.1: No-one, it seems, expects margins to ever buck the long downward trend (except us!)

Source: Bloomberg

The above chart shows a very strong long term sales growth.
Where then, you might ask, is the operational gearing that perhaps should have resulted from this
growth and increased scale? Other volume-led, lowest price market leaders (the aforementioned
Ryanair, Costco, Colruyt etc.) all saw operational leverage once they reached critical mass – so
why not JDW? It is a great question. In short, it is primarily because the company chose to engage
in a lengthy phase of judicious reinvestment of profits into selling food. But chefs and serving
staff do not come cheap (unlike the food they sell) so it takes a long while for these all day fixed
costs to be covered. Crucially, that investment cost is now well covered by the food sales it
generates (NB: strong LFL JDW’s food sales for many years).
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Yet, whilst Mr Market has his eye myopically on that ever-decreasing slope of operating margins
(Fig.1) – assumed at 7.8% in FY 2018, it is our contention that – without having to raise prices
– JDW’s volume growth from here will lead to margin expansion. We think JDW shares can
potentially compound at a 16% IRR for 8 years without changing its model. We are buyers.

Lollapalooza in action
We are unapologetic about the amount we have written on JD Wetherspoons since 20122. In those
six years we have learned an awful lot about the how the best businesses in the world compound
capital for shareholders. Such learning has solidified our view that JDW remains one of these
companies with some of the best compounding prospects in the UK today. That this is not a
commonly held view is an understatement.
Fig.2: A reminder of what we are looking for

Source: Holland Views

Charlie Munger’s fantastic expression ‘Lollapalooza effect’ is very appropriate when thinking
about these types of businesses. Lollapalooza might be described as ‘doing lots of things really
well’ which results in an aggregate non-linear3 result greater than the sum of the parts. It’s the
non-linear part that causes the surprise for most of us when it transpires!
“I’ve been searching for lollapalooza results all my life, so I’m very interested in models
that explain their occurrence. Often results are not linear. You get a little bit more mass,
and you get a lollapalooza result. Adding success factors so that a bigger combination
drives success, often in non-linear fashion, as one is reminded by the concept of
breakpoint and the concept of critical mass in physics. Really big lollapalooza effects,
will often come only from large combinations of factors” – Charlie Munger (emphasis ours)
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All compounding is ‘non-linear’ and non-linear phenomenon are not intuitive to most of us mere mortals!
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Disclaimer
This document does not consist of investment research as it has not been prepared in accordance with UK legal
requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research. Therefore even if it contains a research
recommendation it should be treated as a marketing communication and as such will be fair, clear and not misleading
in line with Financial Conduct Authority rules. Holland Advisors is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct
Authority. This presentation is intended for institutional investors and high net worth experienced investors who
understand the risks involved with the investment being promoted within this document. This communication should
not be distributed to anyone other than the intended recipients and should not be relied upon by retail clients (as defined
by Financial Conduct Authority). This communication is being supplied to you solely for your information and may
not be reproduced, re-distributed or passed to any other person or published in whole or in part for any purpose. This
communication is provided for information purposes only and should not be regarded as an offer or solicitation to buy
or sell any security or other financial instrument. Any opinions cited in this communication are subject to change
without notice. This communication is not a personal recommendation to you. Holland Advisors takes all reasonable
care to ensure that the information is accurate and complete; however no warranty, representation, or undertaking is
given that it is free from inaccuracies or omissions. This communication is based on and contains current public
information, data, opinions, estimates and projections obtained from sources we believe to be reliable. Past performance
is not necessarily a guide to future performance. The content of this communication may have been disclosed to the
issuer(s) prior to dissemination in order to verify its factual accuracy. Investments in general involve some degree of
risk therefore Prospective Investors should be aware that the value of any investment may rise and fall and you may
get back less than you invested. Value and income may be adversely affected by exchange rates, interest rates and other
factors. The investment discussed in this communication may not be eligible for sale in some states or countries and
may not be suitable for all investors. If you are unsure about the suitability of this investment given your financial
objectives, resources and risk appetite, please contact your financial advisor before taking any further action. This
document is for informational purposes only and should not be regarded as an offer or solicitation to buy the securities
or other instruments mentioned in it. Holland Advisors and/or its officers, directors and employees may have or take
positions in securities or derivatives mentioned in this document (or in any related investment) and may from time to
time dispose of any such securities (or instrument). Holland Advisors manage conflicts of interest in regard to this
communication internally via their compliance procedures.
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